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1. GENERAL 

1. 01 This section provides description, installation, 
and field maintenance information for the Type 80E 
telephones (HC 802, HF 802, HF 808 Series) and 
for the Type 80EK telephones (HC 819 and HF 819 
Series) equipped with a rotary dial. The Type 
80E and 80EK telephones are also available 
equipped with a Touch Calling Unit (TCU). For 
additional information on the TCU version, refer to 
Section 473-215-203 of GTE Practices. 

1. 02 The HC 802, HF 802, and HF 808 telephones 
are Type 80E telephones designed for standard 
usage. HC 819 and HF 819 Series (Type 80EK) 

® Registered trademark of GTE Automatic Electric 
Incorporated. 

telephones are Type 80E telephones designed for 
key system usage. The HC 819 and HF 819 Series 
telephones differ from the HC 802, HF 802, and HF 
808 Series telephones in certain wiring details and 
in the type of line cord used (paragraph 2. 02). 
Refer to part 6 for information on conversion of 
Type 80E telephones to Type 80EK telephones. 

1. 03 This section is reissued to include additional 
maintenance and modification information. Due to 
the extensive changes involved, change indicators 
are omitted. Remove the previous issue of this sec
tion from the binder or microfiche file and replace 
it with this issue. 

1.04 GTE AE practices are used by GTE employees 
for operating and maintaining the equipment GTE 
AE manufactures and sells. These practices may 
change or may not be suitable in a specific situ
ation and so are recommended as suggested guide
lines only. GTE AE hereby disclaims any respon
sibility and/or liability for any consequential or 
inconsequential damages that may result from the 
use of such practices unless such practices are 
utilized in conjunction with the operation and main
tenance of original equipment manufactured or sup
plied by GTE AE and covered by its standard war
ranty. GTE AE acknowledges that the customer's 
special requirements policy/practices may take 
precedence over those supplied by GTE AE if con
flicts develop during installation and ongoing oper
ation. 

1.05 This document is provided with the under
standing that it shall not be copied or reproduced 
in whole or in part or disclosed to others without 
the prior written permission of GTE Automatic 
Electric Incorporated. 

2. DESCRIPTION 

2.01 The Type 80E telephone (Figures 1 and 2) is 
approximately 9-1/4 inches long, 8-1/2 inches 
wide, and 5 inches high with the handset in the 
cradle. The housing and handset are available in 
black, basic white, sand beige, autumn gold, es
presso brown, and antique white. A clear plastic 
faceplate and a color-coordinated facemat are pro
vided with each telephone. The current version 
telephone is provided with a plastic baseplate. 
Refer to Section 473-215-201 for information on the 
previous version telephone equipped with a metal 
baseplate. 

2.02 The Type 80E telephone is equipped with a 
7-foot-long, retractile handset cord and a flat, 
transparent, aluminum line cord having miniature 
plug ends. Refer to Table 1 for additional line 
cord information pertaining to each telephone 
series. 

2.03 The Type 80E telephone is equipped with 
either a Type 45 frequency ringer or a Type 48 
straight-line ringer. If an external ringer is re
quired, refer to Section 473-810-201 for installation 
procedures. 
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2. 04 The rotary dial version of the telephone 
offers four dial choices; a regular Type 52 dial, a 
SATT A dial, a SATT B dial, and a dial blank. A 
clear plastic faceplate, and either a standard
colored facemat with standard lettering and 1 to 0 
numbering, or a clear facemat with dial nomen
clature and a customer-supplied decorator matting, 
can be used. Five standard facemats are avai I able 
one for each of the five available housing colors: 
Also available are eight optional-colored facemats 
and two clear facemats. (Refer to part 6 for dial
less conversion information.) 

2.05 The transmission network (part No. HB-
1008-A) is standard for all rotary dial Type 80E 
and 80EK telephones. This transmission network 
has quick-connect terminals for fast connection and 
disconnection of electrical components. The hook
switch assembly is an integral part of the trans-
mission network. · 

3. PREINSTALLATION 

3.01 In locating the telephone, be guided by the 
customer's wishes if installation requirements per
mit. If the customer's wishes cannot be followed, 
explain the reason to the customer. Be careful to 
ensure that the location provides adequate ringer 
sound intensity throughout the area to be served. 

4. INSTALLATION 

Location 

4. 01 Set the telephone on a table or desk as spec
ified by the customer. Mount the terminal block 
or miniature jack in an inconspicuous location on a 
wall or desk within 5 feet of the telephone to allow 
connection of the line cord. Check the polarity of 
the line wires before making any electrical connec
tions. When a miniature-plug-ended line cord is 
used, simply insert the miniature plug into the 
jack. The FCC-approved miniature jacks and line 
cords are listed in Table 1. 

NOTE: When a spade-ended line cord is used, 
excercise caution when inserting the spade
ended leads into their receptacles. The re
ceptacles are manufactured for spade tips of 
0.016-inch thickness. 

Electrical Connections 

4.02 Line polarity is important at divided-ringing 
party-line stations and in SATT systems. Connec
tion instructions in this section assume that in
terior wires between the protector (or PBX switch
boa.rd, etc) and the telephone on the customer's 
premises are identified by the following standard 
tracers: 

(a) RED - negative (ring). 
(b) GRN - positive (tip). 
(c) YEL - ground. 

4.03 To determine polarity of the line conductors 
when a ground wire is readily available, use a 
Type 801 Hand Test Telephone or equivalent. Clip 
one lead of the hand test telephone to the ground 
wire and listen for a click while touching the other 
clip to each line wire. The louder click, followed 
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sometimes by dial tone, indicates the negative side 
of the line (ring). The positive side of the line 
(tip) usually will not sound completely dead but 
will give a weaker click due to the earth potential 
difference. 

4.04 Connect the telephone line cord and interior 
wires after the line polarity is determined. On 
earlier versions of the telephone, two of the line 
cord spades are color-dip coded (red and green) 
and were provided with color-coded insulation. 

4.05 The telephone is wired for bridged ringing 
and can be installed without any internal wiring 
changes. If the internal wiring must be modified 
for a particular wiring scheme, refer to Tables 2 
and 3 and Figures 3 through 6. 

5. Fl ELD MAl NTENANCE 

5.01 Maintenance is normally limited to the cleaning 
and replacing of components. Components that are 
normally replaceable on the customer's premises are 
the rotary dial, .ringer, handset, and line cord. 
The components in the handset are also replaced 
on the customer's premises. The following para
graphs provide procedures for replacing compo
nents. Refer to Figure 2 to identify parts. Refer 
to Figures 3 through 6 for wiring and schematic 
diagrams. 

NOTE: When inserting the spade-terminated leads 
into the quick-connect terminals, use terminal 
insertion tool 588908 (Figure 7). If the 
quick-connect terminals on the transmission 
network have opened up either accidentally or 
by previous use of two connections, a recep
tacle adjusting tool, CT -900514SP (Figure 8) 
must be used to adjust the receptacle size. 
To resize this quick-connect terminal, insert 
the fingers of the adjusting tool into the ter
minal until the fingers contact the terminal 
network card. Squeeze the handles together 
firmly but do not twist the tool. 

CAUTION: Properly dressed wires should not 
contact the hookswitch actuator, hookswitch 
actuator spring, or dial pileup springs and 
should not contact any other wire and ter
minal assembly (Figure 9). Wire terminals 
should not be bent. Incorrectly dressed 
wires could cause binding of the actuator or 
malfunction of the telephone. 

5.02 If the telephone is no longer usable, replace 
the telephone. 

NOTE: Adjustment of the hookswitch should be 
limited to shop adjustment and is not recom
mended for adjustment in the field. 

!:a~ee_l~t~ ~n~ !:a~ef!!a.! fier:!!o~C!! 

5.03 To remove the rotary dial faceplate and/or 
facemat, proceed in the following sequence: 

(a) Using a 3/32-inch blade screwdriver, push 
the arm of the faceplate-holding clip upward. 

(b) Lift the faceplate out at the top and remove 
it from the housing. 

(c) Remove the facemat. 



CAUTION: For telephones manufactured prior to 
September 1980, when the housing is removed, 
caution should be exercised not to overtravel 
the hooks witch actuator. Overtravel could 
cause permanent damage. 

5.04 To remove a housing equipped with a front 
tab and one lock-up screw, proceed as follows: 

(a) Remove the faceplate and facemat. 
(b) Loosen the rear lock-up screw (POZ-1-DRIVE® 

required). 
(c) Lift the rear of the housing to an angle of 

approximately 25 or 30 degrees (about 2 
inches). (See Figure 10.) 

(d) Rotate the housing clockwise, dropping the 
right front corner .and raising the left front 
corner. 

(e) Continue rotating the housing while pulling it 
forward and off the telephone(s). 

5.05 To remove the housing equipped with two 
lock-up screws, proceed as follows: 

(a) Loosen the two lock-up screws. 
(b) Lift the housing. 

13_o_!a.cy _ DJ.C!! ~s~_el!)_b_!y _ R~p_!as_el!)_e~t 

5. 06 To replace the rotary dial assembly, proceed 
in the following sequence: 

(a) Remove the faceplate, facemat, and housing. 
(b) Disengage the shock absorbers from their 

mounting posts. 
(c) Disconnect the dial leads from the transmis

sion unit. 
(d) Remove the two dial mounting bracket screws 

and remove the dial assembly from the 
bracket. 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

Attach the new dial 
mounting bracket 
bracket screws. 
Connect the dial 
terminals. 

assembly to the U-shaped 
with the two mounting 

leads to their respective 

Snap the shock absorbers (with the dial at
tached) in place over the mounting posts. 
Twist the dial wires with the ringer and line 
cord jack assembly wires. 
Position the wires over the terminals on the 
transmission network card at the lower left 
front of the rotary dial. Fold the ringer 
capacitor over the rotary dial, ringer, and 
line cord jack assembly wires to hold them in 
place. (Refer to Figure 9.) 
Replace the housing, facemat, and faceplate. 

5.07 To replace the miniature jack assembly from 
the telephone, proceed as follows: 

(a) Unplug the line cord from the miniature jack. 
(b) Remove the faceplate, facemat, and housing. 
(c) Disengage the dial assembly and shock ab-

sorbers from the baseplate assembly. 

® Registered trademark of Phillips Screw Company. 
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(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 
(h) 

(i) 
(j) 
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Disconnect the miniature jack assembly leads 
from the transmission network. 
Loosen the ringer mounting screws enough to 
allow removal of jack assembly leads. 
Place the new miniature jack into position 
with the leads routed under the ringer (Fig
ure 9.) 
Retighten the ringer mounting screws. 
Route the jack assembly leads around the 
outside of the dial shock absorber post and 
between the two large capacitors on the 
transmission network card as shown in Figure 
9. 
Connect the jack assembly leads. 
Replace the dial assembly, housing, facemat, 
and faceplate. 

~i~e_CQr~ 13_ee_l~c~m~n_! 

5.08 To replace the spade-ended line cord, per
form the following procedures in sequential order 
and refer to Tables 2 and 3, and Figures 3 
through 6, as appropriate, for wiring information. 

CAUTION: When removing the line cord, the plug 
should be removed from the wall connection 
first to prevent the possibility of an electric 
shock. The line cord should be plugged into 
the telephone base before it is plugged into 
the wall receptacle to avoid the possibility of 
an electric shock. 

(a) Open the connecting block and disconnect the 
line cord conductors from their respective 
terminals. 

(b) Disengage the dial or TCU assembly and 
shock absorbers from the baseplate assembly. 

(c) Disconnect the line cord leads from the trans
mission network terminals. 

(d) Disengage the line cord from the strain re
liefs in the baseplate. 

(e) Pass the end of the new cord through the 
opening in the baseplate and engage the line 
cord into its mounting post. Route the cord 
down the side of the baseplate on the outside 
of the shock absorber mounting post. For 
TCU telephones, the wires should be routed 
around the front of the large capacitor on the 
transmission network card. For rotary dial 
telephones, the wires should be routed be
tween the two large capacitors on the trans
mission network card (Figure 9). 

(f) Connect the line cord leads to the transmis
sion network. 

(g) Replace the rotary dial or TCU assembly and 
shock absorbers on the mounting posts on the 
baseplate assembly and dress the leads clear 
of the hookswitch actuator and spring. 

(h) For spade-ended line cords, connect the line 
cord conductor leads to their respective ter
minals on the terminal blocks. 

(i) Replace the housing, facemat, and faceplate. 

NOTE: If converting from a spade-ended to a 
miniature-plug-ended line cord, the terminal 
block must be replaced with a miniature jack. 
(Refer to part 6.) 

5.09 To replace the line cord provided with a mini
ature plug on each end, refer to the precautionary 
note in paragraph 5.08 and proceed as follows: 
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(a) Depress the locking tab of the miniature plug 
and pull to disengage the plug from the mini
ature wall jack. 

(b) Repeat (a) for the other end of the line cord 
which is connected to the miniature jack in 
the telephone base. 

(c) Replace the line cord. 
(d) Insert the miniature plug into the miniature 

jack (in the telephone base) until the locking 
tab clicks. 

(e) Repeat (d) for the other miniature plug into 
the miniature wall jack. 

NOTE: To replace the line cord having a mini
ature plug on one end and spade-ended wires 
on the other end, follow instructions in para
graph 5.08 and those in this paragraph. 

5.10 To replace the Type 811 handset, refer to 
Figure 9 and proceed as follows: 

(a) Remove the faceplate, facemat, ·and housing. 
(b) Remove the rotary dial assembly and its 

shock absorbers from the baseplate assembly. 
(c) Loosen the ringer mounting screws enough to 

allow removal of the handset cord. 
(d) Disconnect the handset leads from the trans-

(e) 

(f) 

mission network. 
Disengage the handset 
reliefs and the J-hook 
phone baseplate. 
Insert the new handset 
shaped slot in the side 
route the handset cord 
tab and between the 
bosses. 

cord from the strain 
clamp from the tele-

cord through the U
of the baseplate and 
under the mounting 

two round mounting 

(g) Connect the handset cord J-hook clamp in 
place. 

(h) Route the handset cord on the outside of the 
shock absorber mounting post. 

(i) Connect the handset cord leads to the proper 
transmission network terminals. 

(j) Replace the rotary dial assembly and shock 
absorbers on the mounting posts of the base
plate assembly. 

( k) Dress the ringer and rotary dial leads over 
the terminals on the transmission network 
card. Fold the ringer capacitor over the 
wires to hold them in place. 

(I) Replace the housing, facemat, and faceplate. 

lja~d~e.! ~O.!::,d _ R~pJa£e~e~t 

5.11 To replace the handset cord, proceed as fol
lows: 

(a) Remove the telephone housing and disconnect 
the handset cord. 

(b) Remove the caps and capsules from the hand-
set. 

(c) Lift out and remove the transmitter central 
contact spring. 

(d) Loosen the terminal screw on the central con
tact spring and rim contact spring and dis
connect the green and red leads (Figures 11, 
12, and 13). 

(e) Loosen the strain relief clamp screw and free 
the clamp. 
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(f) Loosen the terminal screws at the receiver 
end (Figures 11, 12, and 13) and remove the 
cord lead. 

(g) Pull out the old cord and feed the leads of 
the new cord through the entrance hole in 
the transmitter end of the handset. Feed 
the leads that must be connected at the re
ceiver end through the handset handle and 
into the receiver cavity. 

NOTE: Some Type 81 handsets have a separate 
spade-tipped green wire connected to the 
transmitter central contact spring and re
ceiver central contact spring (Figure 11). 
This wire must be removed. Others are 
equipped with a Type 810/811 handset cord, 
with a separate black conductor connected to 
the receiver central contact spring. The 
green lead of the replacement handset cord 
(3HA6) is of sufficient length to reach the 
receiver cavity and has two spade terminals 
so that it can be connected at both the 
transmitter central contact spring and re
ceiver central c.ontact spring: 

(h) Connect the handset cord leads, fasten the 
strain relief clamp, and replace the springs, 
capsules, and caps. 

(i) Connect the cord at the telephone and make 
a test call. 

lja~d~e_! f2.i~a~s~m~l~ ~n~ ~s~e~bJy 

5.12 To disassemble the handset, refer to Figure 
14 and proceed as follows: 

(a) Unscrew the receiver cap and lift the receiver 
capsule out of the handset shell. 

(b) Disconnect the two leads (yellow and black) 
from the Spanish or screw terminals located 
on the back of the receiver capsule. 

NOTE: Leave the receiver gasket mounted in the 
receiver cap unless it requires replacement. 
The receiver gasket is glued to the receiver 
cap of the handset. 

(c) Unscrew the transmitter cap from the handset 
and lift out the capsule. 

(d) Lift the transmitter center contact spring out 
of the handset. 

(e) Disconnect the green lead from the trans
mitter center contact spring. 

(f) Disconnect the red lead from the transmitter 
rim contact spring. 

(g) Loosen the strain relief clamp securing screw 
which is also in the rim contact spring and 
remove the strain relief clamp from under it. 

(h) Pull the handset cord out of the handset 
shell. 

(i) Lift the transmitter rim contact spring out of 
the handset transmitter well. 

5.13 To assemble the handset, proceed as follows: 

(a) Place the transmitter rim contact spring in 
the handset transmitter well. 

(b) Insert the end of the handset cord with the 
longest conductor leads through the hole in 
the handset shell. Push the yellow and black 



(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

(k) 

(I) 

conductors through the handset shell into the 
receiver well. 
Engage the handset cord strain relief clamp 
with the strain relief clamp screw on the 
transmitter rim contact spring. 
Connect the red handset cord lead to the 
transmitter rim contact spring. 
Connect the green handset cord lead to the 
transmitter center contact spring. 
Install the transmitter center contact spring 
in the handset transmitter shell. 
Place the transmitter capsule into position in 
the handset transmitter well. 
Place three drops of switch lubricant on the 
threads of the transmitter cap, and install it 
on the handset. 
Place the receiver cushion spring into posi
tion on the receiver. 
Connect the black and yellow handset cord 
leads to the terminals on the back of the re
ceiver capsule. 
Place the receiver capsule into position in the 
handset reciever well. Align the receiver 
cushion spring with the edges of the receiver 
well and receiver capsule. 
Place three drops of switch lubricant on the 
threads of the receiver cap, and install it on 
the handset shell over the receiver capsule. 

5.14 To replace the Type 45 ringer assembly, 
refer to Tables 2 and 3 and proceed in the follow
ing sequence: 

NOTE: If field adjustments are deemed necessary, 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 
(i) 

(j) 

(k) 

(I) 

they should be limited to the bias spring and 
clapper-to-gong clearance. Disassembly of 
the ringer should not be performed. When 
adjusting the ringer mechanically, bias spring 
adjustment should be performed by adding or 
removing tension. Clapper-to-gong clearance 
should be adjusted by rotating the gong in 
the clockwise direction only. 

Remove the faceplate, facemat, and housing. 
Remove the three ringer mounting screws. 
Detach the rotary dial assembly. 
Disconnect the ringer capacitor leads if re
quired. 
Disconnect the RED and GRN ringer leads 
from the transmission network terminals. 
Place the new ringer over the ringer mount
ing holes in the telephone base. 
Insert and tighten the ringer-mounting 
screws. 
Connect the ringer capacitor if required. 
Dress the ringer wires (with the line cord 
jack assembly wires) around the dial shock 
absorber mounting post and between the two 
large capacitors on the transmission network 
card as shown in Figure 9. 
Connect the RED and GRN ringer leads to 
the transmission network terminals. 
Replace the rotary dial ,assembly and shock 
absorbers onto the mounting posts of the 
baseplate assembly. 
Dress the ringer and rotary dial leads over 
the terminals on the transmission network 
card. Fold the ringer capacitor over the 
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wires to hold them in place. Replace the 
housing, facemat, and faceplate. 

5.15 Replace the Type 48 ringer assembly in the 
same manner as the Type 45 ringer assembly with 
the following exception: removal of the Type 48 
ringer assembly requires the removal of one mount
ing screw from the center on the top of the 
ringer. Then (b) through (i) above can be follow
ed. 

NOTE: When telephone ringers are replaced, the 
Ringer Equivalency Number ( REN) shown on 
the registration label (located on the base
plate) should be verified and/or changed to 
ensure that the REN is correct. Refer to 
Table 4 to identify the correct number. 

l:!o~sJ.ng_ ~s~e~b_!y 

NOTE: For telephones equipped with a half-mod
ular configuration, assemble the miniature 
jack to the notch in the housing before as
sembling the housing to the base. 

5.16 For telephones provided with a front tab and 
one lock-up screw, position the tab under the 
baseplate assembly and lower the housing over the 
baseplate. Assemble and tighten the screw. 

5.17 For telephones provided with two lock-up 
screws, lower the housing over the baseplate. 
Assemble and tighten the two screws. 

E_a.s:_e~a_! ~n9_ E_a.s:_e12_l~t~ ~s~e~b_!y 

5.18 Install the facemat and faceplate. Using a 
straightened paper clip or other sharp object, 
push the arm of the faceplate clip upward while 
exerting a small downward pressure on the face
plate. When the faceplate has seated against the 
housing, remove the paper clip and allow the arm 
of the faceplate clip to snap into the rectangular 
recess of the faceplate. 

6. MODIFICATIONS 

Conversion of Rotary Dial to Touch Calling 
Qn_It_C:£nfigu!:a!lQn- - --- - - - - ---

6.01 To change from rotary dial operation to TCU 
operation, proceed as follows: 

(a) Perform (a) through (e) of paragraph 5.04. 
(b) Remove the two strapping bars from terminals 

7-11 and 2-3 on the transmission network. 
(c) ·Disconnect the GRN and VEL handset leads 

from transmission network terminals 23 and 4. 
Reconnect the handset leads to terminals 15 
and 12 or 23 and 12 per Figures 3 through 6 
as applicable. 

(d) Remove the shock absorbers from their mount
ing bracket. 

(e) Remove the dial from the mounting bracket. 
(f) Turn the mounting bracket over so the T's 

on the mounting tabs are facing up and place 
the shock absorbers over these mounting 
tabs. 

(g) Assemble the TCU to the mounting bracket. 
(h) Connect the TCU leads to the transmission 

network terminals in accordance with Table 5. 
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(i) Place the shock absorbers (with TCU at
tached) over the mounting posts. 

(j) Twist the TCU wires with the ringer and line 
cord jack assembly wires. Position the wires 
over the terminals on the transmission net
work card. Fold the ringer capacitor over 
the wires to hold them in place. (Refer to 
Figure 9.) 

( k) Replace the housing. 
(I) Install the proper Touch Calling facemat and 

faceplate. 

Conversion of T_ye_e_8Q _!o_ Ty:_p~ §0~ ~oQ_fJ.gl,J_
ration 

6. 02 To convert Type 80 telephone(s) (NC-802 or 
ND 802 Series) to the Type 80E configuration, 
conversion kit HH-880028 is necessary. To make 
this conversion, proceed as follows: 

(a) Remove the rotary dial housing by removing 
both housing lock-up screws from the base
plate. 

(b) Remove the rotary dial assembly by unsnap
ping it from the tripod assembly and remove 
the two machine screws securing the dial as
sembly to the mounting bracket. 

(c) Remove the fingerwheel and remove the three 
screws that are used to retain the extended 
number plate. Remove the finger stop. Re
place the extended number plate with the dial 
pointer plate (D-530390-M). 

(d) Replace the finger stop and tighten the re
taining screw. 

(e) Place the spacer (HD-650020-A) between the 
dial assembly and the mounting bracket and 
reassemble the mounting bracket to the rotary 
dial assembly by using the two (HD-765440-
PM06) mounting screws. 

(f) Snap the rotary dial assembly back in place 
onto the tripod assembly. 

(g) Refer to paragraph 5.06(h) and (i) for wire 
dressing information. 

(h) Install the actuator spacer (HD-650019-A) 
onto the actuator arms by snapping it into 
position. 

(i) Install the faceplate clip (HD-780079-A) on 
the housing assembly. 

(j) Install the housing assembly. 
(k) Install the facemat and then the faceplate. 
(I) Rep I ace the fi ngerwheel. 

Conversion of T_ye_e_8QE_t~ T_ye_e_8QEIS_ Con
_!'lg_u~a_!~n 

6. 03 To convert a Type 80E rotary dial version 
telephone (HC 802, HF 802, and HF 808 Series) to 
a key system Type 80EK telephone (HC 819 or HF 
819 Series), refer to Figures 3 and 4, or 5 and 6 
and proceed as follows: 

(a) Remove the three-conductor line cord or the 
four-conductor miniature jack. 

(b) Remove the strapping bar from transmission 
network terminals 2 and 3. 

(c) Move the RED ringer lead from terminal 10 to 
terminal 5 of the transmission network. 

(d) Add the six-conductor line cord (SMC-433807) 
or the six-conductor miniature jack and make 
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the following line cord connections to the 
transmission network: 

(1) GRN to 2 
(2) VEL to 3 
(3) BLK to 8 
(4) RED to 10 
(5) BLU to 15 
(6) WHT to 9 

(e) Move the ringer condenser from terminal 8 to 
terminal 9 of the transmission network. 

(f) Refer to paragraph 5.06(h) and (i) for wire 
dressing. 

~oQ_v~r?_i~n-o_!' T_ye_e _ 8QE_ t~ '2_i~~e?_s _ C~n_!'ig_ut::_a:_ 
tion 

6. 04 To convert a Type 80E telephone to a dialless 
version, kit H-880030-1 is required. The kit in
c! udes one solid faceplate, one solid facemat, one 
strapping bar, and one strapping wire. To install 
kit HH-880030-1 in a Type 80E telephone, proceed 
as follows: 

(a) Remove the strapping terminal between ter
minals 7 and 11. 

(b) Connect the blue strapping wire (D-543069) 
between terminals 7 and 1. 

NOTE: Refer to Table 4 to verify the REN num
ber. 

(c) Connect the blue strapping wire (D-543069) 
between terminals 7 and 1. 

(d) Replace the housing, facemat, and faceplate. 
Refer to paragraph 5.06(h) and (i) for wire 
dressing information. 

(e) Replace the housing, facemat, and faceplate. 

~oQ_v~r?_i~n_o_!' T_ye_e_8QE_aQ_d_8QEIS_ T_e_l_ee_h~n~s 
_!o_ Ql,l_a.!::_t~r.:.MQdl,l_l~r _o.!::_ '::!_a_l_f.:.M~dl,J_I~r _ C~n_!'ig_u.:_ 
ration 

6.05 To convert the Type 80E and 80EK telephones 
to a quarter-modular (line cord has one miniature 
plug end) or half-modular configuration (line cord 
has miniature plugs on both ends), refer to Fig
ures 15 through 20 and Table 1. Proceed as fol
lows: 

(a) Remove the housing from the base. 
(b) Locate the area to be notched (Figure 16). 
(c) Notch the housing by using a notching tool 

(Figure 17). 
(d) Remove the spade-ended line cord leads from 

the transmission network. 
(e) Wire the miniature jack assembly to the trans

mission network (refer to Figures 18 through 
20 for wiring and assembly information). 

(f) Insert the miniature jack assembly into the 
notch of the housing. 

(g) Replace the housing on the base while holding 
the miniature jack in position (refer to para
graphs 5.17 and 5.18). 

Conversion for Station Restriction -----------------

6.06 Selected stations may be prevented from dial
ing outgoing calls on any or all lines. The modi-



fications required to provide a station restriction 
in the telephone are provided in Table 6. 

Conversion of Straight-Line ~iQ_gJ.ng _!:o 
~ueefi~p~s~d-_R}ngl129-- -

6.07 To convert a straight-line ringer to a super
imposed ringer, it is necessary to have a cold 
cathode tube (part No. D-52144) and a connector 
(HD-150047-A). Use either of the following meth
ods to mount the tube and refer to Figures 21 and 
22 for wiring information. 

(a) Method A. 

(1) Cut a piece of 1/16-inch-thick, double
sided adhesive foam tape 1 inch by 3/4 
inch. 

(2) Place the tape on the mounting surface 
of the tube socket and attach it to the 
baseplate between the transmission card 
and the ringer. 

(b) Method B. 

(1) Drill a 0.156-inch-diameter hole at the 
rear of the baseplate. 

(2) Mount the tube with the screw provided. 

NOTE: Refer to Table 4 to verify the REN num-
ber. 

6.08 This telephone generates and uses low-level 
Radio-Frequency (RF) energy. This telephone 
complies with FCC Part 15, Subpart J for Class B 
computing devices. If not used in strict accor
dance with the manufacturer's instructions, this 
telephone can cause interference to radio and/or 
television reception. The Radio- Frequency Inter
ference (RFI) may occur within any of the tele
phone components or in a line connection external 
to the telephone. To determine whether RFI is 
external or internal, refer to the 471-150 subdivi
sion of GTE Practices and perform the test pro
cedures. 

6.09 In the event that such interference does 
occur, make certain that this telephone is the RFI 
source. To do so, proceed as follows: 

(a) If applicable, disconnect from the ac power 
source. 

(b) If interference is still present, disconnect the 
telephone from the telephone line. If inter
ference is still present, this telephone is not 
the RF source. 

6.10 If either of the above does stop the inter
ference, proceed as follows: 

(a) Reorient the receiving antenna on the unit 
(radio or television) being interfered with. 

(b) Relocate this telephone relative to the (radio 
or television) being interfered with. 

(c) Plug the telephone into a different wall jack 
and/or the radio television being interfered 
with into a different ac wall outlet. 
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6.11 If necessary, the user should consult the 
dealer or an experienced radio/television technician 
for additional suggestions. The user may find the 
following booklet prepared by the Federal Commu
nications Commission helpful: 

"How to Identify and Resolve Radio-TV 
Interference Problems." 

This booklet is available from the U.S. Government 
Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402, Stock No. 
004-000-00345-4. 

6_N _L _L n~u~t~r _I Q_S_!:aJ.I~tj_oQ_ 

6.12 When second tip party ANI is required, the 
telephone must be wired for an inductive ground 
connection. For use in the 2,650-ohm inductive 
ANI service, only six Type 45 harmonic frequency 
ringers (30, 33. 3, 40, 42, 50, and 54 Hz) are 
available with a brown tap lead for connection to 
transmission network terminal 21. The Type 48 
ringer can also be used for AN I service. When 
no ringer or ringer tap is available and the 2,650-
ohm inductive mark is required, Inductor Assembly 
Kit D-284686-C should be used. To mount the in
ductor assembly kit, refer to Figure 23 and pro
ceed as follows; 

(a) Mount the inductor assembly on the AN I 
mounting boss and fasten it with the self
tapping screw provided. 

(b) Connect the inductor leads to the terminal 
network as follows: 

(1) BLK lead to terminal 21. 
(2) RED lead, tape and store. 
(3) GRAY lead to terminal 9. 

6.13 For w1rmg information on providing further 
ANI service, refer to Table 2. 

I_y~e _ 8~0 _H~n~s~t_(~Ol_! N [_2_-~0Q.SI_E~)_i Q_S_!:a.J.
Iation 

6.14 Installation of the Type 820 handset is basic 
to all self-compensating telephones. To install the 
Type 820 handset, proceed as follows: 

(a) Gain access to the transmission unit of the 
particular telephone to which the Type 820 
handset is to be connected. 

(b) Before removing the standard retractile hand
set cord, make note of the color of each 
handset cord lead and the terminal screw to 
which the colored lead is connected. 

(c)· Remove the four standard retractile handset 
cord leads from their respective terminals. 

(d) Connect the Type 820 handset retractile cord 
leads to the same terminals (color for color) 
from which the standard retractile handset 
cord leads were disconnected. 

(e) Reassemble the telephone, make a test call, 
and check operation of the volume control. 

6.15 To install a message-waiting lamp in Type 80E 
telephones, use kit HH-880052-1. This kit con
tains a lamp assembly that consists of a neon lamp 
with one yellow fluted cap; one 82-kilohm, 1/4-watt 
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resistor; and two spade-tipped leads. To install a 
message-waiting lamp, refer to Figure 24 and 
proceed as follows: 

(2) Terminals 7 and 10 on self-compensating 
NB-series telephones (WA-1120 printed 
wiring card transmission unit or potted 
transmission unit). 

(a) For Type 80E telephones, equipped with a 
TCU, or any Type 80E telephones, remove the 
telephone housing, and drill a 5/16-inch-dia
meter hole at the location indicated on the 
template provided with the modification kit 
(Figure 24a). (The lamp location on the out
side of the telephone housing can be seen in 
Figure 24b.) 

(3) Terminals 6 and 10 on manually adjusted 
rheostat sets. 

(4) Terminals 8 and 10 on HF series tele
phones (HB-1008 printed wiring card 
transmission unit). 

(e) Replace the telephone housing. 

IY~e_3~ f3..ir:!g~r _B9_x_lr:!s.!aJ.I~tJ.or:! 
(b) Place the escutcheon ring over the lamp wires 

and into position at the base of the lamp. 
(c) Place the lamp in the mounting hole and in

stall the push nut. 

6.16 When harmonic or superimposed ringing 
schemes must be used, install the external Type 33 
ringer box. The Type 33 ringer box is wired 
from the factory for bridged ringing. Refer to 
Section 473-810-201 for ringing scheme options and 
installation information. 

(d) Connect the lamp leads as follows: 

(1) Terminals 8 and 10 on self-compensating 
NC-series telephones (WA-1154 and WA-
1155 printed wiring card transmission 
units). 

NOTE: Refer to Table 4 to verify the REN num
ber. 

TABLE 1. JACK CONVERSION KITS AND LINE CORD ORDERING INFORMATION. 

PART NO. 
(MATERIAL CODE NO.) 

HH-880085-1 

H H -880085-2 

(578907) 

HD-540166-A 
(432312) 

HD-540166-B 
(432313) 

H D-540166-C 
(432314) 

HD-540166-A 
(432315) 

HD-540166-B 
(432316) 

HD-540166-C 
(432317) 

HD-540149-A 
(432700) 

HD-540149-B 
(432701) 

HD-540149-C 
(432702) 

HD-540199-A 
(432964) 

DESCRIPTION 

Type 80 series telephone sets four-wire 
jack conversion kit. 

Type 80 series 
series telephone sets six-wire 
jack conversion kit. 

Notching tool - Type G1305. 

Line cord - four conductors, 
plug-to-plug, 7 feet (packaged). 

Line cord - four conductors, 
plug-to-plug, 14 feet (packaged). 

Line cord - four conductors, 
plug-to-plug, 25 feet (packaged). 

Line cord - four conductors, 
plug-to-plug, 7 feet (bulk). 

Line cord - four conductors, 
plug-to-plug, 14 feet (bulk). 

Line cord - four conductors, 
plug-to-plug, 25 feet (bulk). 

Line cord - six conductors 
plug-to-plug, 7 feet. 

Line cord - six conductors 
plug-to-plug, 14 feet. 

Line cord - six conductors 
plug-to-plug, 25 feet. 

Line cord - eight conductors 
non-keyed spade-to-plug, 7 feet. 

TELEPHONE 
SERIES 

HF-808 

HF-808 

H F-808 

HF-808 

H F-808 

HF-808 

HF-819 

HF-819 

HF-819 

NOTE: Line cords for the HC-802, HF-802, and HC-819 are manufacture discontinued. 
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RINGING INTERIOR 
OPTIONS WIRES TO 

MINIATURE 
USOC JACK (RJ11C) 

RED GRN YEL 

Bridged 
Standard Dial 3 4 5 

Divided - L2 
Grd. Standard 3 4 5 
Dial 

Divided - Ll 
Grd. Standard 3 4 5 
Dial 

Bridged 
SATT Dial 3 4 5 

Divided - L2 
c.o Grd. SATT Dial 3 4 5 

Divided - Ll 
Grd. SATT Oial 3 4 5 

ANI Inductive 
Tip for Type 45 3 4 5 
Ringer 

ANI Inductive 
Tip for Type 48 3 4 5 
Ringer 

TABLE 2. RINGING OPTIONS. 

TRANSMISSION NETWORK TERMINALS 
LINE CORD RINGER CAPACITOR 
MINIATURE LEADS LEADS 

JACK LEADS 

RED GRN YEL RED GRN 

3 4 5 10 16 8 16 

3 4 5 Ll6 9 8 16 

3 4 5 10 16 9 16 

3 4 5 10 16 8 16 

3 4 5 8 16 A 16 

3 4 5 10 16 A 16 

3 4 5 9 16 16 6 

3 4 5 16 9 16 6 

LINE 
CORD 

RED YEL GRN 

10 9 8 

10 9 8 

10 9 8 

10 9 8 

10 9 8 

10 9 8 

10 9 8 

10 9 8 

SATT 
SPOTTER 

BRN 

9 

9 

9 

-

-

ANI RINGER 
TAP TO 
NETWORK 

TERMINAL 21 

Brown 

Black 

(/l 
m 

·~ 
0 
z 

~ w 
-I 
UlN 
(Jl-' 

ct{' 
mN 

0 
(f)N 



-(Jl 
Ulm 
Ulo 
c--1 m_ 

TABLE 3. SUPERIMPOSED RINGING. cnO z 

""" -J 
MINIATURE PLUG TRANSMISSION NETWORK w 

I 
N AND JACK TERMINALS __. 
(Jl 

LINE CORD INTERIOR WIRE LINE CORD RINGER CATHODE CAPACITORS I 
N 

TUBE LEADS 0 
N 

STATION RED GRN YEL RED GRN YEL RED YEL GRN BLK GRN RED YEL BLK RED BLK BLK 

No. 1 or No. 5 
- Station on - 3 4 5 3 4 5 10 9 8 9 16 Note 10 16 9 Note 16 
(Ring) Line. 

No. 2 or No. 6 
- Station on + 3 4 5 3 4 5 10 9 8 9 16 Note 8 16 9 Note 16 
(Tip) Line. 

No. 3 or No. 7 
+ Station on - 3 4 5 3 4 5 10 9 8 10 16 Note 9 16 10 Note 16 
(Ring) Line. 

No. 4 or No. 8 
+ Station + 3 4 5 3 4 5 10 9 8 8 16 Note 9 16 8 Note 16 

0 (Tip) Line. 

NOTE: Connect the RED ringer lead and BLK capacitor lead with the connector (part No. HD-150047-A). 
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TABLE 4. REN IDENTIFICATION. 

HARMONIC SYNCHROMONIC DECIMONIC 

Rl NGER TYPE FREQUENCY VALUE FREQUENCY VALUE FREQUENCY VALUE 

c 16.6 1 0 2 16.6 1 0 2 

D 20 1 0 0 20 1.0 

E 25 1 0 0 

F 30 1. 0 30 1 0 0 

G 33.3 1 0 0 

H 40 1 .0 

J 42 1 0 0 

K 50 1 0 0 50 1 0 0 

L 54 1 0 0 

M 60 1 0 0 

N 66.6 1 0 0 66.6 1 0 0 

P* 33.3-25 20-30 TYPE 48 SL. 1 0 0 
TYPE 46 SL. 1 0 2 
TYPE 45 SL. 1 0 0 

* GTE AE Straight-Line Ringers. 

NOTE: ITT 148 SL Mini Ringer 1.0P (ITT 151 FREQUENCY MINI RINGER 1.0X, replace X 
with an alpha character for ringer frequency. EXAMPLE: 33.3 = 1.0G). 

TABLE 5. TCU INSTALLATION. 

THREE CONDUCTORS SIX CONDUCTORS 

Types Types 
12C, IC, 12C, IC, 

Type and Type and 
LEAD COLOR 12 c 12D 12 c 12D 

BRN TN-3 TN-3 TB-A TB-A 

RED TN-7 TN-7 TN-7 TN-7 

GRN TN-2 TN-2 TN-2 TN-2 

WHT TN-1 TN-1 TN-1 TN-1 

BLU TN-13 TN-13 TN-13 TN-13 

SL TN-12 TN-12 TN-12 TN-12 

PINK TN-15 TN-15 TN-15 TN-15 

BLK-WHT TN-5 TN-5 

NOTE: TN =Transmission Network Terminal. 
TB = Terminal Board Terminal or Terminal Strip Terminal. 
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TABLE 6. STATION RESTRICTION CONVERSION. 

THREE CONDUCTORS SIX CONDUCTORS 

TCU TCU 
LEAD, TYPES TYPES 

STRAP, 12C, IC, TCU 12C, IC, 
OR DIODE TCU AND TYPE AND 

FD-1029-DG ROTARY DIAL TYPE 12C 12D ROTARY DIAL 12C 12D 

BRN TN-3 TN-3 TB-A TB-A 
Tape and store Tape and store Tape and store Tape and store 

RED TN-7 Move from TN-7 Move from 
Tape and store TN-7 to TN-1 Tape and store TN-7 to TN-1 

WHT Move from TN-1 TN-1 Move from TN-1 
to TN-11* Tape and store TN -1 to TN -11 Tape and store 

GRN Move from Move from 
TN-2 to TN -11* TN-2 to TN-11* 

STRAP TN-1 to TN-7 TN-1 to TN-3 TN-1 to TN-7 TN-1 to TB-A 
and and and and 

TN-2 to TN-3 TN-2 to TN-7 TN-2 to TB-A TN-2 to TN-7 

CATHODE TN-11 TN-11* TN-11* TN-11 TN-11* TN-11* 
(BAND END) 

ANODE TN-1 TN-1 TN-2 TN-1 TN-1 TN-2 

*If the rotary dial spark suppression capacitor is connected to TN-11, it should be removed. This capacitor is not needed in a TCU
equipped telephone. 

NOTES: 
1. TN = Transmission Network Terminal. 

TB = Terminal Board Terminal or Terminal Strip Terminal. 
2. This modification prevents dialing whenever the polarity of the Tip (T) wire is po~itive with respect to the Ring (R) 

wire. When T is negative with respect to R, dialing is not restricted. 

-(I) 
(llm 
(/)() 
c-f m_ 
cnO z 

.j:>. 
~ w 
I 

~ 
(11 

I 
N 
0 
N 



Figure 1. Type 80E Telephone Set (Rotary Dial Version). 
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MINIATURE 
JACK 

RINGER 
ASSEMBLY 
(TYPE 48) 

LOCK-UP 
SCREW 

~ 
' ~ I 

SHOCK 

I'~~ 
II(§ 

, I · .• 

~/ 

ROTARY DIAL 

FACEPLATE ~~ 
ROTARY DIAL 

"'\ (~5) \ 
\ 

TRANSMISSION 
NETWORK 

Figure 2_ Type 80E (Exploded View of Telephone)_ 
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811 
HANDSET 

RECEIVER 

11.8 

R4 

TRANSMISSION 
NETWORK 

DIAL 
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REO 
CONNECTING 

BLOCK 

1---...!.!:YE:..:...L -~- -( I 0 01 
4G 

~ 
L1 Rl NG(-) 

1001 
L2 TIP(+) 

WHT 

., 

SATT SPOTTER SPRING 
(DIVIDED RINGING U TO GROUND) 

WIRING DIAGRAM 

HOOKSWITCH TERMINALS ON 
CONNECTING BLOCK 

----,10 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 

NOTE: 
"x" CONTACTS TO MAKE FIRST AND BREAK LAST. 

Figure 3. Wiring and Schematic Diagram, Three-Conductor Rotary Dial Version. 
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GRN 

811 
HANDSET 

/zH 
SMRE__/ 

TRANSMISSION 
NETWORK 

1/.8 

0/AL 

/..?.2 

WNT 

BLI/ 
-"1 

WNT ,o<.z 

BLX 

REO 
L/R/.1116"'" (-) 

YEL 
I'll 

R 

' ' L_ ________ _J 

R/AKIER 

yh=>C='--++--c 41 

1-/00KS~WTCH 
8 

• 

,--~----------~ GRN 
'------------------------'--t-t--c LZ 7/p(,-.) 

,---------------------~B~L~K~-t-t-CA 
NOTE' 
"X"CONTACT TO MAKE-FIRST-AND-BREAK-LAST. 

Figure 4. Wiring and Schematic Diagram, Six-Conductor Rotary Dial Version. 
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I I I 
r----- ---t-- ----w~-r----, 

I i 11 : () l1 i 
I A 16H 158 I I I 
I H· 10 8 •8 11 I I I I 

X I 
I BLK I I 

_ ~ I 12 : YEL I r I I 
YEL r > 1 1 1~--, YEL x 

1 
BLU 1 f v 

1 
1 

GRD I 15 I I I ~ 

+TIP GRN I ) 1.1 1'1 I GRN I WHT I i I I 
I I I I I 23 1 I! +X I I 

RED I I I II I RED 'Y' RED ~ I 
-RING~ 13 I I t.J.J I I - - - - I 

AUX BLK I ) :21 II ( I BLK c ~~ri' I I ·~AN J I I L j L_J STORE I 4 I '- ----
wALL \ 

1 
BASE LINE X I SATT SPOTTER SPRING 

1 

I 
JACK I CORD JACK I 13 I (DIVIDED RINGING Ll TO GAD I 

4 CONDUCTOR I XJ I I I 
LINE CORD I 1 I 

I I X 5 I I 
1 I I ~~ 1 I I 

1 I ~ 1 I I I 

1 I I 1 I I 

·o 0 ' 

I 

t;J 

REC. 

I I I I l RED I I 
I I I I I "" I I "' ' 

I I I I YEL I I 

RED 

YEL 

NOTE: 

I I I I I GRN I -1 

I 
TRANSMISSION 
NETWORK 

RINGER DIAL 

X CONTACTS l'vlAKE FIRST AND BREAK LAST. BASE 

Figure 5. Wiring Diagram, Half-Modular Four-Conductor Rotary Dial Version. 

GRN 

HANDSET 

(/) 
m 

~ 
0 
z 
-"" 
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(/)(Jl 
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00 

IY/17 REC 

6'RN 

~I 
I 

/"'a~ 1./"s 
9 f 

E-3 8/C 
' 

M 
RED 

8LK T"'PE ~· STORE 

A'/ 8Lt/ r> l <' 

??/ YEZ I> [s 
1-7/P {i'RA/ I> 14 
-R/A/cJ REO I> 13 

..... 

__/ ;> 

/ ;> 

;> ~ 

~~ 
I m 

Ya 1 8£0 

G'kA/ 
MWT 

I R~ ~0 

(0. 
A LiLA-' [:;. lz _/ 

/ 
I LJLI( 

R.? ffkT l? J I 
? 0 COA/0 

/ 

W,-i'U L/A/ECOPLJ 
<1,-i'CK 

NOTES: 

1. "X" CONTACTS TO MAKE FIRST AND BREAK LAST. 

L -' I 14'1!7 r T/1 PE ~ I 
~STORE I 

8AYE L/ME 
CORD cMCK 

2. IF NO DIAL OR TCU IS USED. CONNECT STRAP WIRE BETWEEN 
TERMINALS 1 AND 11. 

, I "Yn ~ l f 1 

a; 
&k 

3. IF BELLS OF BIASED RINGER TAP WHEN DIALING FROM ANOTHER 
TELEPHONE ON LINE, REVERSE RINGER CONNECTIONS. 

4. FOR TWO CONNECTIONS TO ONE SIDE OF A TERMINAL ON THE 
NETWORK, INSERT THE FIRST TERMINAL IN THE NORMAL MANNER 
AND THE SECOND TERMINAL BETWEEN THE TERMINAL ON THE BOARD 
AND THE FIRST SPADE TERMINAL. 

CAUTION: WHEN TWO CONNECTORS PER TERMINAL ARE USED, THESE 
TERMINALS MUST BE RESIZED WITH THE CT-900514-SP TOOL OR 
EQUIVALENT WHEN REVERTING BACK TO A SINGLE 
CONNECTIOrJ. 

5. IF A MESSAGE-WAITING LAMP IS USED, CONNECT LAMP LEADS TO 
TRANSMISSION NETWORK TERMINALS 8 AND 10. 

6. CORD PLUGS ARE SHOWN WITH LATCHING ARM DOWN 

TR,/INSN!SS!ON NETWORK 

rc<c 

Uk'A/ 

R/A/CER LJML 

.BA'SE 

Figure 6. Wiring Diagram, Half Modular, Six-Conductor Rotary Dial Version. 
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TERMINAL 
BOARD 
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Figure 7 _ Wire Assembly Insertion Method_ 

RiNGER CAPACITOR ~ 

RINGER, JACK ASSEMBLY 
AND ROTARY DIAL 
OR TOUCH CALLING 
WIRES 

SHOCK ABSORBER 
MOUNTING POSTS 

Figure 8. Receptacle Adjustment Tool (CT-900514SP). 

/ TO ROTARY DIAL OR 
/ TOUCH CALLING UNIT 

NOTES 

1 THE TRANSMISSION NETWORK CARD OF TELEPHONES EQUIPPED WITH 
A ROTARY DIAL HAS TWO LARGE CAPACITORS Cl AND C2 

2. THE TRANSMISSION NETWOiiK CARD UF TELEPHONES EQUIPPED WITH 
A TCU HAS ONLY ONE LARGE CAPACITOR C2 

Figure 9. Type 80E Telephone Wire Dressing. 
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NOTE' 
THIS FIGURE APPLIES TO TYPE BOE TELEPHONES EQUIPPED WITH ONE 
LOCK-UP SCREW AND A FRONT TAB MOLDED INTO THE BASEPLATE. 

Figure 10. Housing Removal. 

YELLOW 

BLACK I 

RED 

RIM CONTACT SPRING 

Figure 12. Internal Wiring for Type 810 and 811 Handsets. 

20 

CONNECT GREEN WIRE, THEN 
TURN SPRING OVER, SCREW 
HEAD DOWN, AND PUT SPRING 
INTO GROOVES. TUCI< SLACK 
OF GREEN AND RED LEADS 
INTO HOLE IN HANDLE. 

RIM CONTACT SPRING 

Figure 11. Internal Wiring for Type 81 Handset. 

RECEIVER 

BLI< 

COIL 

YEL 

Figure 13. Internal Wiring for L-9080 and L-9081 Handset. 



HANDSET 
HANOLE 
(SHELL) 

RECEIVER 
CAPSULE 

RECEIVER 
CAP TERMINAL 

SCREWS 
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Figure 14. Exploded View of Handset. 

Figure 16. Type 80E Telephone With Notched Housing. 

Figure 15. Assembly of Miniature Plug-Ended Line Cord. 

Figure 17. Notching Tool. 
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Figure 18a. Miniature Jack Assembly Position. 

BASE LINE 
CORD JACK 
r- ~ VEL IGRO) TERMINAL STRIP 
I< I t§l9 16 i< 1 GRNI+TIPI t§la~~tlil~ 
: o( =~~ I -RING) -----< t§l 10 15 :;1>-~-R,_,E,D,__ __ 
1~~~----------c TAPEANDSTORE 

NOTE' 
SHOWN FOR METALLIC BRIDGE RINGING 
STANDARD DIAL. FOR OTHER OPTIONS 
SEE TABLES 1 AND 2. 

Figure 18b. Line Cord and Ringer Connections. 

Figure 18. Conversion of Type 80 Telephone to Half
Modular Configuration. 
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Figure 19a. Miniature Jack Assembly Position. 

BASE LINE 

TERMINAL STRIP 

:ts 16 

~8~~:1:~ 
:1:10) ~ 
TAPE AND STORE 

r- VEL IGRD) 

GRN I+ TIP) 

RED I- RING) 
-----< BLK 

'---

Figure 19b. Line Cord and Ringer Connections. 

Figure 19. Conversion of Type 80E Telephone to Half
Modular Configuration. 



BASE LINE 
CORD JACK TERMINAL 
r- STRIP 

BLU R1 
:1:15 

VEL 
A1 c:J> 

GRN T :I> 
RED 

L1 ..... J>o 
BLK A :r;. 
WHT R2 :r;.~f--c ROTARY DIAL 16 

BASE LINE 
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Figure 20a. Conversion of Type 80K/80EK Spade 
Telephone to Half-Modular Configuration. 
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Figure 20b. Conversion of Type 80EK Modular Telephone 
Set to Half-Modular Configuration. 

Figure 20. Conversion for Type 80K and 80EK Telephone 
to Half·Modular Configuration. 
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SECTION 473-215-202 
ISSUE 6 

120,000 OHMS 

SCHEMATIC 

Figure 21. Mounting Cold Cathode Tube. 

Figure 22. Lead Connector for Superimposed Ringing. 
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Figure 23. ANI Inductor Assembly Installation. 

Figure 24a. Template Placement . 

Figure 24b. Lamp Installed-Interior View. 

Figure 24. Message Waiting Lamp Installation. 
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